
 

Press release  

Don’t let pickpockets leave you feeling lost during 

Oktoberfest 
With over 8 million visitors headed to the 2 week event in Munich, keep your gear safe with  

Pacsafe’s smart anti-theft gear.  

 

HONG KONG (July, 2010):  The 2 week Oktoberfest festival may be heaven 

for the 8 million beer drinkers that head to Munich every year, but it’s also a 

haven for pickpockets and opportunistic thieves looking to cash in on tipsy 

revellers.  As one of the world’s largest fairs with people culminating and 

crowding round only 14 beer tents, the chances of not noticing a nimble 

fingered thief slipping his hand into your pockets is slim to none. As one 

blogger (http://bobarno.com/thiefhunters/2009/10/oktoberfest/) surmised ‘a 

more inviting gathering for thieves cannot be imagined.’ What’s more, if you 

thought these thieves were all local, think again. According to expert 

pickpocket and now thief hunter Bob Arno, “hundreds of international pickpockets descend on Munich 

and practice their trade, not just on the fairgrounds, but also on public transportation and in hotel lobbies”. 

Last year for example, a 24 year old Englishman was caught snatching a bag from a New Zealand girl – 

her bag contained approximately €19,000 made up of Euro, Sterling and Cypriot cash 

(http://www.toytowngermany.com/lofi/index.php/t22909.html).  

 

To protect your values and to feel secure while you’re enjoying the festivities, Pacsafe® leaders in 

smart anti-theft travel gear, have a range of products that will deter and create an extra barrier 

against pickpockets, bag snatchers and gear thieves:  

 

For those wanting hands-free convenience, or just to keep hands free for drinking and eating the 

Wristsafe™ is perfect for storing money, cards, mobile or an ipod. Strapped safely to the wrist it’s always 

within easy reach and more importantly always within sight.  

 

The Walletsafe™ 100 keeps valuables secure and strapped down and to a belt with 

a low profile metal chain and is zippered so that pickpockets can’t slip cash out 

without unzipping your wallet.  

 

For those who live in the digi age and need somewhere safe to stash their electric 

essentials like an ipod, phone or camera, look no further than the Metrosafe™ 50. 

Its slashproof neck strap and smart flap hook prevents opportunistic thieves from 

slipping their hands in and grabbing your technology. For those who want to be 

more discreet, the strap can be tucked inside and the pouch can be slipped on your 

belt, making it even more secure.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX:  
 

Slashproof Carrysafe™ straps 

Our adjustable Slashproof Carrysafe™ straps are reinforced with a lightweight, flexible, high-tensile 
stainless steel wire which prevent opportunistic bag slashers from slicing through your bag strap and 
running off with your gear.  

Smart ‘Turn & Lock’ Hooks™  
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you can fasten 
your bag to a secure fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a palm at a beach. What’s more, the smart 
hook has a special turning mechanism which actually locks the hook in to place making it harder for a bag 
snatcher to make an easy getaway.  
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